Situated at the point culminating of the route, in the Alto de El Camperón, between the mata del Tremedal and the crest of Peñas Negras, this chozo preserves a monte that pertains to the location of the Cerro de Plisenga since antiquity. It is a place frequently utilized during the summer season, when the shepherds of Cervera would return their flocks and novillas to this area. This is also where the Cordel Cerverano is located.

A curious legend explains the history of Cervera on these pastures. It is said that a family of Cervera, the only one that knew the secret of the black paste, was left without shelter. They were adventurers in search of work, living on the land to survive. Eventually, they found a hiding place in the Peñas Negras, where they built a small hut and made their living off the land.